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1

Introduction

This document provides a method for overlaying code memory onto data memory with an example code.
This method is primarily intended for the AUDO-NG Family with Overlay memory. An overview of this
functionality is shown in Figure 1. An example is shown in Figure 2.
This application note assumes that the reader is already familiar with the TriCore architecture, the Tasking
Compiler, the PLS debugger and the TC1766 TriBoard / StarterKit. The reader should also have read the
section, Data Access Overlay functionality in the TC1766 User Manual.
Please note that the code delivered with this application note is intended for demonstration purpose only.
Neither is its quality nor its robustness guaranteed.

Figure 1

Redirection of Data Read Accesses from Code Memory to PMU SRAM (Internal Data)
Memory
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Figure 2

An Example on Redirection of Data Read Accesses from Code Memory to PMU Memory

2

Data Access Overlay Functionality

The data overlay functionality provides the capability to redirect data read accesses from internal code
memory to data accesses from the PMU SRAM. This functionality makes it possible, for example, to modify
program parameters (which are typically stored in the code memory) during run time of a program. This is
commonly referred to as a calibration sequence. Instruction fetches are not affected by the PMU data read
access redirection capability. Note that read and write data accesses from/to code memory are redirected.
During the calibration sequence (cycle), calibration memory (usually an internal SRAM) is temporarily utilized
by the system. The sequence begins by the system copying its current parameter tables from non-volatile
memory (usually Flash) into volatile memory (SRAM). Once copied, an overlay mechanism is instituted
(configure required PMU Overlay Control registers). The system now runs as it normally would. The user
program thinks it is reading its parameters in their normal address locations in nonvolatile memory. But in
reality, they are now being accessed from the SRAM locations. Once the calibration cycle has been
completed, the modified parameters that are in the volatile memory need to be stored back to the nonvolatile memory. Then the calibration memory is removed from the system and the sequence is complete.
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2.1

Program Memory Unit (PMU) Overlay Control Registers

In the TC1766, the 8 Kbyte PMU SRAM memory can be divided into a maximum of sixteen overlay memory
blocks, with programmable base address and block sizes, which can be individually enabled for overlay
functionality. The block size of each overlay memory block can be in the range of 2 bytes up to 512 bytes.
Users need to configure three PMU Overlay Control Registers to enable the overlay function.
•

The overlay target address in the Overlay Target Address Register OTARx (x = 0-15), which determines
the base address of the code memory data block x to be redirected (i.e. 0xA000C000, as shown in Figure
2)

•

The base address of the overlay memory block in the PMU SRAM in the Redirected Address Base
Register RABRx (i.e. 0xC0001000, as shown in Figure 2)

•

A mask in the Overlay Mask Register OMASKx, defining the size of the block, the address bits to check
for an address match, and which bits are used from the target address and which from the redirected
address base (i.e. 0x0FFFFF00, 256bytes, as shown in Figure 2)

3

Code Example

The code example provided, demonstrates how to perform an overlay of 256 bytes of code memory. The
memory size is arbitrary, but user needs to be aware that all load/store operations to code memory will be
redirected when the overlay control registers are configured / enabled.
The TC1766 TriBoard / StarterKit was used to verify the operation of the code were correct. The software
environment used was Tasking EDE (TriCore-PCP Vx-toolset) along with their CrossView Pro debugger or
pls UDE / UAD2 debugger. Two Tasking EDE project option files are included to run the example code either
from the internal SPRAM (0xD4000000) or from the internal program flash (0xA0000000).
The example code is generated using Digital Application virtual Engineer (DAvE) for TC1766. It is compiled
using Tasking EDE v2.5r2. The code is located inside the program flash (0xA0000000). When running the
code on the TC1766 TriBoard / StarterKit, the onboard LED will also be toggling periodically. With the
overlay control registers configured / enabled, although the code is writing data (0x00 – 0xFF) to program
flash address of 0xA000C000 – 0xA000C0FF, the actual data are written to SRAM address of 0xC0001000 –
0xC00010FF (refer to Figure 2).
In addition, the code will do a verification of the data written to the Overlay SRAM location. If the value
written is not correct, the code will stop running and the onboard LED will not be toggling.

3.1

Running the Code

1. Unzip the Tasking Project attached with this document in the folder C:\Infineon\.
2. Start a debugger session (e.g. pls UDE) and load the executable “overlay.elf”.
3. Run the application.
By activating the memory window of the debugger, users can see that data is written to the SRAM memory
(0xC0001000 – 0xC00010FF) although we are writing to the program flash as shown in Figure 3.
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As seen in Figure 3, the three overlay control registers are configured / enabled as follows.
•

PMU_OTAR0 = 0x0000C000 (PMU Overlay Target Address Register 0, TBASE = 0x000C000, PFlash =
0xA000C000)

•

PMU_RABR0 = 0x80001000 (PMU Redirected Address Base Register 0, enable overlay, OBASE =
0xC0001000, from 0x00 to 0xFF)

•

PMU_OMASK0 = 0x0FFFFF00 (PMU Overlay Mask Register 0, 256 bytes)

Figure 3

Memory view and registers view of PMU SRAM using the pls debugger
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